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that was approved by a community manager on Stack Overflow but I am not certain what kind of
edit it was. I think it was a suggested edit, but I am not certain which word(s) I should use to search
for it. A: A suggestion is made by any user, whether it has the ability to approve them or not. An edit
(or edit suggestion) is just that. It is an edit that you made (or someone else did on your behalf). A
suggestion is just the proposal for it. Each review queue has a queue that is linked to a specific tag.

On each review page, you should see a section with the following information, the section being
either: Pending Approved Rejected Closed Review needed Skip (aka won't vote on this item) A review

is any action performed by a user while they are browsing the review queue (their specific queue
that they are reviewing in). This includes both suggestions (making a new suggestion), edits (making
an edit to a post), and close votes (making a close vote), among other things. Each review is taken

place on a different activity on the post, generally the "Taken" action, but there are cases where it is
done on other actions too, such as voting. For example, here on Stack Overflow, the below is all the

review actions on a certain post (click to enlarge): A: These are all possible: The review queues
include: There are on-site queues for "spam and offensive" which include: There are
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